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Chapel Hill, North CarolinaABSTRACT Membrane fusion, essential to eukaryotic life, is broadly envisioned as a three-step process proceeding from
contacting bilayers through two semistable, nonlamellar lipidic intermediate states to a fusion pore. Here, we introduced a
new, to our knowledge, experimental approach to gain insight into the nature of the transition states between initial, intermediate,
and final states. Recorded time courses of lipid-mixing, content-mixing, and content-leakage associated with fusion of 23 nm
vesicles in the presence of poly(ethylene glycol) at multiple temperatures were fitted globally to a three-step sequential model
to yield rate constants and thereby activation thermodynamics for each step of the process, as well as probabilities of occurrence
of lipid-mixing, content-mixing, or content-leakage in each state. Experiments with membranes containing hexadecane, known
to reduce interstice energy in nonlamellar structures, provided additional insight into the nature of fusion intermediates and
transition states. The results support a hypothesis for the mechanism of stalk formation (step-1) that involves acyl chain protru-
sions into the interbilayer contact region, a hypothesis for a step-2 mechanism involving continuous interconversion of semista-
ble nonlamellar intermediates, and a hypothesis for step-3 (pore formation) mechanism involving correlated movement of whole
lipid molecules into hydrophobic spaces created by geometry mismatch between intermediate structures.INTRODUCTIONMembrane fusion is vital in the life of eukaryotic cells.
Cellular trafficking and compartmentalization, intercellular
communication, sexual reproduction, endo- and exocytosis,
and cell division are all dependent on this basic process.
Nearly two decades of research has produced fairly wide
agreement that fusion process proceeds in both model-
membrane vesicles and protein-laden biological membranes
through rearrangement of lipids (1,2). Examination of
mechanical properties and phase behavior of water-lipid
mesomorphic states have produced a picture of the general
nature of these lipid rearrangements, namely the stalk
hypothesis (3). In this, the outer leaflets of each bilayer
merge to form the semistable stalk intermediate (4), re-
garded as a highly distorted lipid arrangement more akin
to nonlamellar than lamellar lipid phases. The stalk trans-
forms via a trans-membrane contact (TMC) to a second
semistable intermediate (extended trans-membrane contact
or ETMC) followed by the opening of a fusion pore (5,6).
However, we currently have a poor molecular understanding
of the two key steps in the process: initial intermediate
formation and final pore formation. This is because these
steps of necessity involve transient unfavorable fluctuations
in lipid/water arrangements that are difficult to assess exper-
imentally and at least for now, impossible to characterize
structurally. In mechanistic terms, such unstable transientSubmitted December 21, 2011, and accepted for publication April 27, 2012.
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ates that provide activation free energy barriers for a
reaction. It is critical to understand these activation barriers
if we are to understand how fusion proteins reduce these free
energy barriers to catalyze the fusion process in vivo (7).
Although there is little hope of determining the structure
of such transient activation intermediates, we can gain
insights into the nature of these transition states (TS) by
using TS rate theory to estimate the thermodynamics of
the TS relative to the stable or semistable states from which
they are formed. In this study, we i), recorded the time
courses of poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG)-mediated lipid-
mixing (LM), content-mixing (CM), and content-leakage
(L) of 23 nm small unilamellar vesicles (SUVs) composed
of 1,2-dioleoyl-3-sn-phosphatidylcholine (DOPC)/1,2-
dioleoyl-3-sn-phosphatidylethanolamine (DOPE)/sphingo-
myelin (SM)/cholesterol (CH) (35:30:15:20) at five
different temperatures; ii), analyzed these data according
to a three-step sequential kinetic model described previ-
ously (8); iii), determined for the first time, to our knowl-
edge, the activation thermodynamics ðDHi ; DSi ; DCpi Þ
for each step of the fusion process; and iv), used this infor-
mation to examine the nature of the TS between stable or
semistable states of the fusion process.
Inclusion of small amounts of long-chain hydrocarbons in
phosphatidylethanolamine/water mixtures favors formation
of an inverted hexagonal mesomorphic phase in which the
hydrocarbons occupy interstice space between quasicrystal-
line lipid structures (9,10). We showed previously that
inclusion of hexadecane in vesicles promoted fusion and
hypothesized that reduction of interstice energy may be adoi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2012.04.053
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(TMDs) of fusion proteins might catalyze fusion (11,12).
For this reason, we performed experiments with vesicles
formed in the presence of 3 mol% hexadecane to examine
whether the observed influence of hexadecane is consistent
with the view that hexadecane promotes fusion by reducing
interstice energy.
Finally, we interpret the new, to our knowledge, informa-
tion from the methods introduced here in terms of possible
structural models for mechanisms of the enigmatic first and
last steps: stalk and pore formation. Our results provide
unique experimental insights into the nature of the fusion
process and support a molecular picture of stalk formation
suggested by recent molecular dynamics (MD) simulations
as well as a reasonable picture of fusion pore formation that
is also supported by MD simulations.EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Materials and methods that are routine to our laboratory are well described
in the literature, therefore only brief reference to details are given in the
Supporting Material. CM and L measurements involve trapping a fluoro-
phore (ANTS) and its quencher (DPX) in two populations of 23 nm vesicles
(SUVs), with ANTS quenching indicative of mixing of trapped contents. To
monitor leakage, both ANTS and DPX were trapped in the same vesicles,
allowing for an increase in fluorescence when they escape. Lipid mixing
(LM) between the fusing bilayers was followed using fluorescence reso-
nance energy transfer between lipid molecules carrying fluorescent probes
covalently attached to their acyl chains. Details of the time course measure-
ment are in the Supporting Material.Kinetic model
Our kinetic model is based on the modified stalk structural model for fusion
intermediates (3,6), which proposes that individual fusion events proceed
through two semistable nonlamellar structural intermediates to a final
fusion pore (see Fig. S1 and Modified Stalk Model of Fusion Intermediate
Structures in the Supporting Material). Our experiments, however, follow
the behavior of ensembles of individual events: at 80 nM SUVs, ~50 million
vesicles are observed as they all proceed through these structural interme-
diates. Thus, the states in our model (8) are not structural states, but thermo-
dynamic states consisting of ensembles of microstructures, each of which is
roughly related to one of the structures associated with the modified stalk
model. The formulation of this model required that events involving mixing
of contents between compartments, leakage of content, and mixing of lipids
between vesicles must occur with finite probabilities within these states (8).
Many observations support this assertion. Reversible small pores occur
early in PEG-mediate fusion before formation of large fusion pores (5).
Similarly, flickering pores occur early along with lipid movement during
osmotically induced fusion of supported bilayers but well before final
pore formation (13). Capacitance/conductance measurements on patch-
clamped secretory cells also demonstrate transitory or flickering content
release (14) well before, and a foot of catecholamine release just before,
full secretory release (15). Although opening times derived from these
electrical measurements are on the order of a millisecond, mean dwell times
between early transient events and final pores were much longer (many
seconds) (16), consistent with our two-intermediate model and with rate
constants reported here and elsewhere (1). More recent rapid single-vesicle
measurements of lipid movement between SNARE-linked, protein-rich
LUVs also clearly resolve up to two, and sometimes even three, interme-
diate states (17).Biophysical Journal 102(12) 2751–2760Thus, we modeled our data in terms of a sequential, four-state (three-
step) mechanism (see Diagram in Supporting Material) (8). Although our
observations (LM, CM, and L) are macroscopically irreversible in the pres-
ence of PEG (5) (thus, the sequential treatment), the observation of flick-
ering pores suggests that structures comprising each ensemble are likely
microscopically reversible. Indeed, the first step of PEG-mediated fusion
is reversible if PEG is removed early in the process even though some small
solutes pass between vesicles before PEG removal (5). In the accompanying
diagram, nV is a separated-vesicle state, A represents vesicles in contact
within aggregates, I1 and I2 are semistable intermediate states (presumably
dominated by Stalk and ETMCmicrostructures, respectively), and FP is the
final Fusion Pore state.
The rate constants for conversion between states are k1, k2, and k3. Each
state in the ensemble kinetic model is characterized by probabilities of
lipid- (bi-values) and CM (ai-values) and by a L rate (li-values).Calculation of transition state thermodynamics
If initial and TS for a process are in equilibrium, Eyring’s transition
state theory can yield information about the thermodynamics of the transi-
tion state relative to the initial state. We calculated the activation free
energy of each step ðDGi Þ using the equations, k1 ¼ AeDG

i =kBT ;
DGi ¼ kBT lnðki=AÞ, where ki-values are the rate constants of different
steps and A is a preexponential factor that contains both the classical trans-
mission factor (k) and a fixed frequency (n) at which transition state micro-
structures are assumed to decay to product (see Calculation of Transition
State Thermodynamics for details).RESULTS
PEG-mediated fusion in the absence
of hexadecane
Fig. 1, (A–C), shows time courses of LM, CM, and L at
5% (w/w) PEG for fusion of DOPC/DOPE/SM/CH SUVs
at five temperatures (26, 30, 34, 38, 43C). We also
measured the LM, CM, and L in the SUVs containing
3 mol% hexadecane (DOPC/DOPE/SM/CH/hexadecane
(HX)) at five temperatures (Fig. 1, (D–F) at 30C). All
five data sets (LM, CM, and L) were fitted globally to the
four-state (three-step/two-intermediate) sequential model
(8) to obtain the rate constants of each step, the rates of L
from each state, and the probabilities of LM and CM in
each state. Table S1 presents these parameters for fusion
of DOPC/DOPE/SM/CH SUVs. The two-intermediate,
four-state model provided a very good representation of
the data at all temperatures (solid lines through the data).
As might be expected, the extents of CM (fCM) increased
with temperature, although the extent of LM (fLM) remained
fixed (Table S1). For all temperatures, fLM was greater than
fCM, meaning that not all initial intermediates result in pore
formation. Even though SUVs have roughly 2/3 of their
lipid in the outer leaflet, fLM was <0.67 at all temperatures,
meaning that complete LM of outer leaflets was never
achieved. Apparently, the extent of LM was limited by the
degree of intervesicle contact in the aggregated state, but
the probability that a successful contact would produce
a pore was under thermal control. CM in the final step (FP
formation) dominated total CM only at the lowest
FIGURE 1 Time courses of LM (A), CM (B),
and L (C) of DOPC/DOPE/SM/CH (35:30:15:
20 mol %) SUVs (in absence of hexadecane)
induced by 5% PEG at five different temperatures
and LM (D), CM (E), and L (F) in the presence of 3
mol% hexadecane at 30C. Control data at 30C
are also shown in D, E, and F for easy comparison.
Measurements were carried out in 10 mM MES,
100 mM NaCl, 1mM CaCl2, 1 mM EDTA,
pH 5.0 at a total lipid concentration was 0.2 mM.
The average size of the SUVs is 23 nm. The
smooth curves drawn through the data show the
fit of the four-state sequential model to the data.
PEG-Mediated Model Membrane Fusion 2753temperature. As temperature increased, the probabilities of
content movement in the first and second intermediates
increased dramatically (Table S1), such that only about
a third of all CM occurred via the final fusion pore at
43C. This does not imply that a final pore does not form
between vesicles at high temperature. Instead, it points out
that content and lipid movement between vesicles in a fusing
pair are irreversible events that can be detected only once
during the evolution of that pair, and that transient or flick-
ering pores become more likely in the initial intermediate
states with the availability of increased thermal energy.
The fusion process was kinetically limited by final pore
formation (k3 < k2 < k1), with formation of the initial inter-
mediate (I1) occurring roughly an order of magnitude faster
than formation of the final fusion pore, as previously noted
(5). Thus, although the first step (I1 or stalk formation) is the
one most discussed in the literature, it would appear that the
steps characterized by k2 and k3 will be of considerable
importance for understanding how fusion is catalyzed by
fusion proteins in vivo.Transition state thermodynamics
The activation free energy refers to the difference in free
energy between an initial state (A, I1, I2) and its transition
state (TS1, TS2, TS3) for formation of I1, I2, or FP.
Fig. 2 A shows the temperature dependence of DG1 for
control (absence of hexadecane) SUVs as well as forSUVs in the presence of 3 mol% hexadecane (to be
described later). DG1 was nonlinear in reciprocal tempera-
ture (i.e., the behavior was non-Arrhenius), and the activa-
tion enthalpy of each step thus varied with temperature.
Figs. 2, B and C, show similar representations of the activa-
tion free energies for steps 2 and 3, respectively. These steps
were also non-Arrhenius. It is evident by inspection that the
simplest polynomial that could fit the data for step 1 (stalk
formation) was a cubic. Although approximate descriptions
of the temperature dependencies of free energies for steps 2
and 3 could be provided by a quadratic, this description was
clearly inadequate, and cubic polynomials were employed
to fit DG2 and DG

3 temperature variations as well. The
parameters and their uncertainties for these fits are summa-
rized in Table S3. The temperature dependences of activa-
tion entropy (TDSi , solid lines) and enthalpy (DH

i , dotted
lines) contributions were obtained from these fitted curves
(see Methods) and are plotted in Figs. 3, A–C. For all three
steps, a large positive DHi is nearly always partially over-
come by a positive TDSi (Fig. 3) to produce a much smaller
positive DGi (Fig. 2). This enthalpy-entropy compensation
is common in the thermodynamics of order-disorder state
changes in which a state consisting of a configurationally
less diverse but enthalpically favored ensemble converts to a
state defined bya larger ensembleof enthalpicallyunfavorable
configurations at higher temperature. All DHi and DS

i
depend on temperature (Fig. 3), meaning that there is a heat
capacity change (DCpi ; slope of DH

i versus temperature)Biophysical Journal 102(12) 2751–2760
FIGURE 2 Temperature dependence of the free energy barrier for
formation of (A) I1 state (DG

1), (B) I2 state (DG

2), and (C) pore formation
(DG3) for control vesicles (open circles) and vesicles containing 3 mol%
hexadecane (solid circle). Measurements were carried out in 10 mM
MES, 100 mM NaCl, 1mM CaCl2, 1 mM EDTA, pH 5.0 at a total lipid
concentration of 0.2 mM. Units of free energy are arbitrary and represent
Kcal/mol if the unknown constant A ¼ 1 sec1. Curves through the data
were obtained using the equation DGi ¼ y0 þ aT þ bT2 þ cT3, with the
parameters and their variances given in Table S3.
FIGURE 3 Temperature dependence of TDSi and DH

i (same arbitrary
units as in Fig. 2) for fusion of control vesicles (fusion induced by the
5% (w/w) PEG). TDSi ð¼ aiT  2biT2  3ciT3Þ; solid line) and
DHi ð¼ y0;i  biT2  2ciT3Þ; dotted line) for the formation of (A) I1 state,
(B) I2 state, and (C) pore for control vesicles. Insets show
DCpi ð¼ 2biT  6ciT2Þ versus temperature for each step. DCpi does
not depend on the unknown constant A, so DCpi units are not arbitrary.
Parameters for these expressions as well as their variances are given in
Table S3.
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tion state thermodynamics of the three steps were clearly
different and will be examined individually.
To give context to our description of transition state ther-
modynamics for each step of the fusion process, Fig. S1
shows a hypothetical reaction diagram for the process as en-
visioned by the Modified Stalk Structural Model of Fusion
Intermediates that provides the basis for our ensemble
kinetic model. The transition barriers shown (DGi -values)
are derived from the rates obtained in the current study.Biophysical Journal 102(12) 2751–2760According to this model, the first intermediate (I1 or stalk)
structure is topologically distinct from the initial micro-
structure of aggregated SUVs (A), meaning that the transi-
tion state from A to I1 (TS1) necessarily involves
exposure of water to hydrocarbon and cannot be treated
with a macroscopic model. As noted previously (18), the
stalk (I1) structure has free energy comparable to (perhaps
slightly lower than) that of the initial highly curved vesicles.
The fusion-promoting effect of curvature was demonstrated
long ago for model membranes (19) and is now also widely
acknowledged by those examining fusion in vivo. Fig. S1
reveals that I1 and I2 structures share the same topology,
and the transition between them has been treated in terms
PEG-Mediated Model Membrane Fusion 2755of known bulk materials properties of lipid mesomorphic
phases in water (Bulk Materials Model) (18). The transition
from I2 to final pore (FP) structures again involves a change
in system topology (Fig. S1), therefore, like Step 1, must
involve a transition state (TS3) in which water is exposed
to hydrocarbon.First step
The inset to Fig. 3 A shows thatDCp1 varied from ~500 kB at
26C to –400 kB at 43C, with the change in sign occurring
at T* ~36C. Cp is a measure of the amount of heat (work)
required to raise the temperature of a system by a fixed
amount and depends on interaction potentials in a system.
A system that involves no potential energy of interaction
generally has a small Cp, the limit being an ideal gas
(1/2 kB per degree of freedom at high temperature). For
strong interactions approximated by harmonic potentials,
Cp approaches 1 kB per degree of freedom in the classical
limit, as might be expected in a crystal. A structural
component (i.e., a significant contribution from loss of ener-
getically favorable microstructures with increased tempera-
ture) can produce a Cp larger than 1 kB per degree of
freedom. The positive DCp1 observed below T*, even in
the context of acknowledged uncertainty, is still remarkably
large. If each atom in TS1 contributed on the order of the
maximum possible 1/2 kB per degree of freedom anticipated
from adding weak potentials of interaction in TS1 to atoms
that were noninteracting in A state, this would reflect partic-
ipation of ~350 atoms (i.e., ~120 water molecules or ~3 lipid
molecules) in TS1. Because we expect strong water-lipid
and lipid-lipid interactions in A state rather than no interac-
tions, this represents an extreme lower limit. Because
membranes fuse only when their interphosphate separation
is ~0.5–0.6 nm (20), the space between contacting leaflets
in our experiments probably contains a limited number of
water molecules organized in ways quite different from
those in bulk water or even at a normal bilayer-water inter-
face. Indeed, MD predict the limited water in this interbi-
layer space to be highly ordered due to highly polar
water-head group interactions (21). Thus, the A state
ensemble likely comprises a limited number of energetically
very favorable states, which would have a small heat
capacity and entropy. If so, the very large positive DCp1
likely reflects a significant structural heat capacity for
TS1. Because A state and I1 state have different topologies
and are stabilized by excluding water from contact with
hydrocarbon, the microstructures contributing to the TS1
ensemble also very likely involve hydrocarbon-water
interactions, which would account for a large positive
DCp1. However, hydrocarbon solvation in bulk water is
characterized by a small DH (can be slightly negative)
but a substantially negative TDS, whereas our measure-
ments show DH1 T TDS

1 >> 0. If water is ordered in
TS1 (a reasonable and likely possibility), there must thenbe another large positive component to TDS1. Thus, our
data imply that TS1 comprises a rather diverse ensemble
of enthalpically unfavorable microstructures that makes a
positive contribution to TDS1 but also provides a smaller
negative contribution to DH1 due to replacing water-water
or water-headgroup interactions with water-hydrocarbon
interactions.
Although DCp1 is large and positive below T*, it
becomes negative at high temperature. This could reflect
an increase in Cp of A state, or a decrease in Cp of TS1 at
high temperature. We would expect increasing temperature
to disrupt the conformationally restricted water predicted
for the A state, thus lowering the energy of A state and
broadening the ensemble of states contributing to A state
thermodynamics. This could increase the enthalpy, entropy,
and heat capacity of A state. Similarly, increasing tempera-
ture would disrupt weakly ordered water in contact with
hydrocarbon in TS1 and decrease its structural heat
capacity. These effects would be consistent with the change
in DCp1 at higher temperatures.
We consider in the Discussion possible molecular models
for the transition state, TS1, that are consistent with these
results.Second step
Fig. 3 B shows that DH2 > TDS

2 >> 0, also demonstrating
enthalpy-entropy compensation. However, DCp2(slope of
DH2 versus temperature) is now considerably smaller and
negative over the entire temperature range (~ 150 to
300 kB, Fig. 3 B), implying smaller contributions, if any,
from changes in weakly ordered water between the stalk
and TS2 (TMC geometry, see Fig. S1). Because the stalk
(I1), TMC (TS2), and ETMC (I2) structures all share the
same topology, the transition from stalk to I2 is legitimately
described in terms of the material properties (Bulk Materials
Model) of SUVs (18) (see Discussion).Third step as compared to first step
Like step 1, step 3 involves changes in the topology of lipid
structures and thus must occur through a TS involving
significant hydrocarbon-water contact. Nonetheless, the
activation thermodynamics of step 3 do not show a signifi-
cantly positive DCp3 (varies from ~0 at 26
C to
~ 360 kB at 43C; Fig. 3 C, inset) as seen for DCp1.
This suggests either that TS3 involves less water hydro-
carbon contact and a smaller structural heat capacity in
comparison to TS1, or that the structural heat capacity of
I2 state may be greater than that of A state. In addition,
the difference between DH3 and TDS

3 is considerably larger
than seen for DH1 and TDS

1 (Fig. 3, A and C); consequently,
pore formation is roughly an order of magnitude slower than
initial intermediate formation. This appears to reflect the
fact that, unlike TDS1, TDS

3 monotonically decreases withBiophysical Journal 102(12) 2751–2760
2756 Chakraborty et al.temperature and even becomes slightly negative at high
temperatures. Fig. S1 reveals that the geometries of A and
I2 states are envisioned as very different. The mechanistic
consequences of this are taken up in the Discussion where
we will more completely describe the free energy profile
in Fig. S1.Effect of hexadecane on PEG-mediated fusion
Fusion time courses at 30C for hexadecane-containing
SUVs are shown in Fig. 1, D–F, along with corresponding
time courses in the absence of hexadecane reproduced
from Fig. 1, A–C, for easier comparison. Ensemble-
fusion-model parameters derived from such time courses
at 26, 30, 34, 38, and 43C are given in Table S2. It is
evident from Fig. 1, D–F, and Table S2 that hexadecane
had little, if any, effect on the rate of stalk formation but
slightly decreased k2 and increased k3 at high but not low
temperature. The effects of hexadecane on the activation
thermodynamics of these steps are shown in Figs. 2 and 4.
Even though hexadecane had no effect on k1 and reduced
k2 at high temperatures, it reduced both the transition state
enthalpy and entropy of these steps (Fig. 4, A and B), but
increased both the activation enthalpy and entropy of pore
formation (step 3), whereas lowering DG3 at high tempera-FIGURE 4 Temperature dependence of TDDSi (solid line) and DDH

i
(dotted line) for membranes containing 3 mol% hexadecane, where
TDDSi ¼ DSi;hex  DSi;con and DDHi ¼ DHi;hex  DHi;con. Frame A:
i ¼ 1; Frame B: i ¼ 2; and Frame C:i ¼ 3. DDCpi is plotted in the insets.
Biophysical Journal 102(12) 2751–2760ture (Fig. 4 C). DDCp2 and DDCp

3 are both negative at low
temperature but become nearly zero or positive at higher
temperatures (Fig. 4, B and C, insets). By contrast, DDCp1
was nearly zero or very slightly positive at low temperature
but became significantly negative at high temperature
(Fig. 4 A, inset). The different effects of hexadecane at
low and high temperature suggest that its conformation
and effects on bilayer or nonlamellar phase structure vary
with temperature. Hexadecane’s largest effect was in
increasing the extent of CM (fCM) and the probability of
CM early in the fusion process (a1 and a2 in Tables S1
and S2) at all temperatures. Interestingly, hexadecane had
little effect on the extent of LM (fLM), which remained
temperature-independent and unchanged relative to control
vesicles (Tables S1 and S2). However, in contrast to results
in the absence of hexadecane, the extent of CM was
maximal (i.e., fCM ~ fLM) at all temperatures in the presence
of hexadecane. Thus, hexadecane mainly influenced pore
formation, first by increasing the rate of final pore formation
at higher temperatures, but mainly by increasing the proba-
bility of flickering pores early in the fusion process. It had
no effect on stalk formation.DISCUSSION
We have presented here unique and new, to our knowledge,
thermodynamic data on the evolution of states as envisioned
by the modified stalk hypothesis. These support the two-
intermediate model that was proposed by Siegel (6) and sup-
ported by measurements on both natural and model
membranes (5,13–16). This model defines three transitions
between states. Two published MD studies (22,23) and
one Bulk Material computational study (18) have suggested
microscopic models for these events. Our observations are
consistent with these computational studies and, in concert
with them, support reasonable hypotheses for the nature of
molecular events associated with the three steps of
membrane fusion.Step one: bilayer defects, acyl chain protrusions?
Our results suggest that the transition state between A state
and I1 state (TS1) comprises an ensemble of structurally and
energetically similar microstructures involving contact
between water and hydrocarbon. It is well known that
significant outer leaflet stress, as occurs in highly curved
23 nm SUVs, promotes fusion (19,24). Removal of lipid
from outer-leaflets of less highly curved vesicles also
produces outer leaflet packing stress, admits water into nor-
mally hydrophobic regions, increases outer-leaflet free
volume, and promotes fusion (24). We suggested that
merging of such stressed regions (packing defects) in adja-
cent leaflets could produce nucleation points at which two
cis leaflets are joined and lead to fusion (24). A recent atom-
istic MD simulation of very highly curved bilayers (15 nm
PEG-Mediated Model Membrane Fusion 2757diameter) under very large positive curvature stress (22) pre-
dicted significant acyl chain excursions into the interbilayer
space in the dehydrated region of close contact between
vesicles, with a nucleation point for stalk formation being
a small cluster of chains from contacting bilayers. Both
models are consistent with our results that suggest water-
hydrocarbon contact in the TS1 transition state (large posi-
tive DCp1 at lower temperatures in Fig. 3 A). However,
although bilayer packing defects would promote water-
hydrocarbon contact, they would not disrupt water-water
or water-headgroup interactions in the interbilayer space
of state A. A large positive DH1 (Fig. 3 A) implies a signif-
icant loss of such polar interactions and thus favors the acyl
chain protrusion model. Because bilayer defects or curva-
ture strain would promote the types of acyl chain protru-
sions predicted by MD simulations, the studies of
curvature strain and outer-leaflet defects are also consistent
with the chain protrusion model. We consider now whether
our results are consistent with it. Because the stalk or I1
structure occurs at rS > 0 (Fig. S1), a wide range of distinct
acyl chain configurations can easily be imagined to
contribute to the ensemble describing I2, consistent with
the observed large and positive TDS1 (Fig. 3 A). As the prob-
ability of acyl chain protrusions should increase with
temperature, the A state ensemble should broaden and
move to higher energy, consistent with a decrease in DH1
and TDS1 with increasing temperature. This should also
reduce the difference in water-hydrocarbon interaction
between the A and TS1, making for an increasingly less
negative DCp1. At sufficiently high temperatures, the
density of structural states associated with the TS1 ensemble
might actually reduce the heat capacity of this state. We
conclude that an ensemble of acyl chain protrusions, as sug-
gested by MD simulations (22), provides a reasonable
molecular model of the TS1 transition state that is consistent
with our data as well as with previous reports on the effects
of curvature and outer-leaflet perturbation (19,24).Step two: macroscopic materials model
As the stalk radius increases, the free energy minimum cor-
responding to the I1 or stalk intermediate varies with inter-
stice energy but occurs somewhere between rS ¼ 0 and
the rS where a ‘‘trans-membrane contact’’ (6) or TMC
(Fig. S1) occurs. This geometry is referred to a dimpled
stalk (inset to Fig. S1). The TMC occurs at the unique rS
for which trans leaflets first contact and for which the inter-
stice energy is minimal (i.e., minimal geometry mismatch)
and bending energy is maximal (i.e., maximal curvature
stress), a condition that likely favors formation of transient
and/or fusion pores between compartments. Depending on
conditions (void energy, osmotic stress, outer to inner leaflet
lipid movement), the step 2 transition state (TS2) occurs
within52–3 Å of the TMC geometry (Fig. S1) (18). Under
the conditions of our experiments (balanced osmotic stress,rapid trans-bilayer lipid redistribution associated with SUV
fusion (25)), TS2 nearly coincides with the TMC to provide
a moderate but broad barrier to stalk (I1) expansion toward
I2. Expansion of I1 reduces bending stress (relative to the
initial highly stressed SUV geometry) but increases the
unfavorable interstice energy (see Fig. 3 in (18)). Because
the curvature stress at the TMC edge is largely negative,
the barrier should be largely energetic in nature (i.e., posi-
tive DH2), as observed (Fig. 2 B). At the same time, the
compensating minimum in interstice energy implies
reduced water-hydrocarbon contact in TS2 relative to I1,
and the playoff between these energies results in a range
of stalk radii for which the energy varies slowly, producing
a positive configurational entropy. These calculated proper-
ties of TS2 are consistent with the observed positive TDS2
and a negative DCp2. Thus, the transition state thermody-
namics we report are consistent with a published computa-
tion of the barrier for conversion of I1 into I2 that is based on
the bulk rather than molecular properties of lyotropic lipid
phases (18). We refer to this as the Bulk Materials Model.Step three: edge strain, correlated lipid
movement?
Before describing the transition from I2 to final fusion pore
(FP state), we must examine in more detail both the geom-
etry and energetics of I2 structures. Further increase in the
stalk radius beyond the TMC produces a diaphragm, whose
radius (rd) grows linearly with stalk radius, although the
cross-section geometry at the edge of the diaphragm
remains roughly that of the TMC (see Fig. S1). We note
that all the cross sections depicted in Fig. S1 must be rotated
around an axis perpendicular to the original plane of contact
between fusing SUVs to obtain the toroidal structures envi-
sioned by the modified stalk hypothesis (6). As the dia-
phragm grows, the circumference of this toroid increases,
and the total interstice free energy (local energy in the plane
integrated over the increasing circumference) of the expand-
ing TMC (ETMC) increases proportionally to rd
2. Similarly,
the local or cross-sectional bending stress of the TMC
(net negative) must be integrated to obtain the bending stress
of the toroidal ETMC. This increase in negative curvature
stress counteracts the positive curvature stress of the original
unfused vesicles, resulting in a reduction in total bending
energy as the TMC expands (18). The balance between
these two free energy contributions (increasing interstice
and decreasing bending energy) produces a shallow free
energy minimum that is the I2 state (see Fig. 4 of (18)).
The merged cis leaflets in I2 structures have significant
negative curvature stress at the diaphragm circumference
in a cross-section view (see Fig. S1). There is also negative
curvature stress in the unfused trans leaflets at the point that
they join the diaphragm (Fig. S1). The edge of the ETMC
geometry also contributes significant unfavorable interstice
or void energy. Because of this negative curvature stress,Biophysical Journal 102(12) 2751–2760
2758 Chakraborty et al.single acyl chain movements (chain protrusions envisioned
for step 1) into the interstice are not likely to reduce either
interstice or curvature stress. A reduction in curvature stress
can be achieved only by escape of a lipid headgroup from
stressed regions into the interstice. Clearly, this will involve
a large positive energy change associated with movement
of a polar lipid headgroup from contact with water to a
nonpolar environment, but will also reduce interstice free
energy. Thus, we hypothesize that fluctuations of whole
lipid molecules into the void volume comprise I2 state fluc-
tuations that could reduce the stress at the highly curved
edge of the ETMC geometry at the same time that they
reduce the effects of geometric mismatch (void). This is
expected to be energetically very unfavorable because inter-
actions between polar head groups and water molecules
would be broken. However, simultaneous entry of two or
more lipids from adjacent leaflets into the interstice space
should reduce the unfavorable energy per lipid by pairing
multiple polar heads while allowing acyl chains to orient
toward the hydrophobic portion of adjacent leaflets. We
term this the correlated lipid movement hypothesis. Fluctu-
ations of this type involving adjacent trans leaflets would
offer a reasonable explanation for the movement of small
solutes between trapped compartments in I2 state (a2),
whereas such fluctuations involving adjacent cis and trans
leaflets would account for leakage from the I2 state (l2).
Because I2 structures are highly strained, nonlamellar,
and have a myriad of possible conformations, MD simula-
tions of this step are more challenging and necessarily
involve greater approximations. A combined coarse-grain
and atomistic MD simulation of vesicles composed of a
1:2 mixture of phosphatidylcholine and fatty acid (23)
used compressive pressures to force formation of a stalk
that spontaneously transformed to a hemifusion diaphragm,
whereupon, applying another external force perturbed the
diaphragm and promoted pore formation. The use of exter-
nally applied forces may be questioned, but is a reasonable
means of constructing the highly strained ETMC from
which we predict that fusion pores form (18). The use of
fatty acids to form bilayers should promote formation of
nonmembrane-like structures. Thus, this simulation is
biased toward substantial fluctuations away from lamellar
or even stable nonlamellar structures, but does promote
trajectories that involve pore formation, which would be
extremely rare without these artificial conditions. In all
trajectories, pore formation was preceded by invasion of
the diaphragm edges by multiple lipids. In most cases, adja-
cent trans leaflets provided lipids, leading to coalescence of
several lipids to form a crude inter-compartment pore at the
edge of a small diaphragm. However, in one-sixth of re-
corded trajectories, cis-and trans-leaflet lipids invaded the
diaphragm edge leading to form a trans-leaflet hole, i.e., a
leakage pore. Despite the caveats mentioned, this study
offers useful molecular insights into the type of pore-
forming fluctuations that might be expected in a highlyBiophysical Journal 102(12) 2751–2760stressed ETMC-like structure, and the results support our
correlated lipid movement hypothesis. We argue next that
this hypothesis is also consistent with observed activation
thermodynamics for final pore formation.
Our comments to this point support the correlated lipid
movement hypothesis as a means of explaining transient
pores in I2 state. However, the final pores that forms from
I2 structures are larger than those associated with CM early
in the fusion process ((5) and unpublished observations of
H. Chakraborty and B. R. Lentz). We would expect that
only correlated lipid fluctuations involving some critical
number of lipid molecules would result in transient pores.
Of these, the largest might be expected to produce destabi-
lizing intercompartment holes at the diaphragm edge, some
of which could rapidly expand, leading to the collapse of the
diaphragm and a stable fusion pore. Thus, we view the TS3
ensemble as a subset of the I2 ensemble that involves corre-
lated rearrangements of larger numbers of lipids. In terms of
the bulk materials model and Fig. S1, as the ETMC geom-
etry expands, the amount of stressed edge will increase,
making multiple-lipid fluctuations more probable. This
picture is consistent with several observations. First is the
MD simulation referenced previously (23). Second is the
observation that k1 is always roughly an order of magnitude
larger than k3 in all systems we have examined. The TS for
steps 1 and 3 are both proposed to be enthalpically unfavor-
able due to breaking polar interactions between water and
headgroups or water and water. In both cases, we propose
that positive configurational entropy should at least partly
compensate for this positive DH3 . Because we view the
I2 and TS3 ensembles as involving very large numbers of
similar microstructures, their configurational entropies
should be similar. This should diminish the compensating
configurational entropy for step 3 relative to that expected
for step 1. Thus, our hypotheses imply that entropy/enthalpy
compensation should be diminished in step 3 relative to step
1 explaining why DG3 is larger than DG

1. Third, the micro-
structures that we hypothesize dominate the I2 ensemble are
consistent with our observation that CM and leakage always
occur in I2 (see a3 and l3 in Table S1). Fourth, because both
I2 and TS3 have extended TMC geometry and are distin-
guished only by the size of multilipid correlated fluctuations
that contribute to their ensembles, it follows that, under
appropriate conditions, the I2 state could become undetect-
able, with an ETMC geometry simply proceeding to a
fusion pore, as we have observed for several systems
(H. Chakraborty and B. R. Lentz, unpublished observa-
tions). Finally, the different temperature dependences for
DCp1 and DCp

3 are also accounted for by our hypotheses.
Having already discussed DCp1, we focus on DCp

3. A nega-
tive DCp3 over most of the temperature range suggests that
differences in water-hydrocarbon contact between initial
and TS are less significant than in step 1. Our hypotheses
propose that both I2 and TS3 ensembles involve similar
correlated lipid rearrangements, the difference being mainly
PEG-Mediated Model Membrane Fusion 2759in the size of these fluctuations. This predicts that the major
contribution to DCp3 should be from the difference in
thermal heat capacity rather than to a difference in structural
heat capacity associated with water ordering. Because
we propose that I2 state should have more closely spaced
energetically unfavorable microstates (larger thermal Cp)
compared to TS3, DCp3 is expected to be negative, as
observed. BecauseDCp3 should be largely thermal in origin,
it should decrease with temperature. We conclude that
the models proposed for molecular microstructures contrib-
uting to the I2 and TS3 ensembles are consistent with
our observations of kinetics and transition state thermody-
namics of step 3.Effects of hexadecane are consistent
with proposed models
Themodels discussed for each of the three steps in the fusion
process also seem consistent with the effects of hexadecane
on fusion kinetics and activation thermodynamics, as dis-
cussed in the SupportingMaterial. However, principal effects
of hexadecane were on the extent of CM (fCM) and on the
probability of CM early in the process (a1 and a2), which
contribute significantly to fCM. A possible explanation of
these effects can be found in the context of the BulkMaterials
Model and the othermodels described here. To the extent that
hexadecane lowers interstice energy, the Bulk Material
Model predicts that it will increase the stalk radii at which
the I1 and I2 minima occur. This increases the circumference
over which curvature strain exists in I2, which will increase
the probability of correlated lipid fluctuations that permit
transfer of small solution between compartments. It will
also increase the rS of the dimpled stalk geometry at which
I1 occurs and the breadth of the energy minimum associated
with this geometry. This increases the size of the I1 ensemble
and the likelihood of transient holes that could lead to leakage
or CM in I1 (26). Thus, we conclude that the effects of hexa-
decane on both the rate and extent of pore formation can be
explained in terms of its ability to occupy interstice space
and alter geometries of fusion intermediates.CONCLUSIONS
The overall goal of this work was to shed light on the nature
of the transitions between stable or semistable states of the
fusion process. Our kinetic measurements and resulting
activation thermodynamics in the presence and absence of
hexadecane are consistent with an already published Bulk
Materials Model for I1 to I2 conversion during fusion of
highly curved vesicles (18). Next, proposed chain protru-
sions into the dehydrated interface between closely apposed
bilayers (22) are consistent with our measurements of step 1
kinetics, transition state thermodynamics, and the existence
of transient pores in I1 (a1). Finally, correlated lipid move-
ments at the stressed circumference of the I2 state andTS3 (23) can account for transient pores in I2, for transition
state thermodynamics of step 3, and for the order-of-
magnitude difference between k1 and k3. Although at this
point still unproven, these three hypothetical models for
the molecular mechanisms behind the three steps of model
membrane fusion offer a framework for considering the
effects of fusion proteins on fusion kinetics and activation
thermodynamics. Contrasting the effects of functional
native and nonfunctional mutant fusion proteins or peptides
will provide an opportunity not only to further test these
models but also to gain insight into how these proteins
catalyze fusion in vivo.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
Materials, methods, description of modified stalk model and the structure of
intermediates, effect of hexadecane on the intermediates, two figures, three
tables, and references (27–34) are available at http://www.biophysj.org/
biophysj/supplemental/S0006-3495(12)00553-X.
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